After the meeting everyone went out to look at the aircraft that had come in for the
fly- in. Pierre Smith flew the two essay contest winners, Nico Hoernle and Michael
Davis, in his RV-10 .

Nico Hoernle and Michael Davis in the RV-10

Then, Club president, Al Nodorft, flew them in his Christen Eagle.

And now some words from the Prez:

Visitors need to be welcomed!
Below is a snippet of an email I received after our last meeting. A gentleman made the effort to come visit us, but left before
the lunch. It is very common in a cohesive group to not go out of our way to speak to outsiders. I know many of you do, but
I wanted to put this real life example if front of you all as a reminder that we need to be vigilant in welcoming visitors. It
makes all the difference in their experience!
“I was finally here on a good weather weekend when you guys were having an event so I made an effort to
come out today (drove in) to check out the Fly-in and chapter. Got there about the time you took off for a
demo flight in the eagle. Nice job! If you give dual in the Eagle I'm interested.
I love the field (learned to fly on grass) and the lunch setup was very nice, but I got the impression that I was
intruding on a private party. No one was rude, but neither did anyone take time to make me feel welcome.
Possibly because I didn't fly in? I left before lunch was served.”
Thanks - Al

Ken Moore Drive
This letter, from member Ken Moore, was received November 17,
2011. You may have noticed that the Pea Patch Corporation has
named the drive into the Pea Patch Aerodrome as Ken Moore Drive.
Al Patton said that Ken Moore was someone you wanted to go with to
any fly-in since Ken knew a wealth of information about any aircraft
at the fly-in.
Saturday 11-12-11
Went to the Pea Patch today and got a real surprise. The Drive into the Patch from Boulineau
Road had a sign at the entrance: Ken Moore Dr. Must admit I was shocked and bemused at the same
time. I felt some pride to know that those that have known me would feel inclined to so express
themselves in such a notable and concrete way.
All of the Chapter 172 members of the Old Pea Patch have been part of my life for the last 40
years. It would take a book of innumerable pages to relate the influence from each. To say I’ve
received more from Chapter 172 than I could possibly give is a gross understatement. There are
many fond memories, learning memories and humorous memories of word, deed and flight.
May the coming 40 years be as full of freedom to live and search for life as the past has been
with fewer impediments from man and government. Long live the EAA and Chapter 172.

IF YOU USE THE AIRLINES OVER THE HOLIDAYS, DON'T USE THE RESTROOMS
Flying Commercial? Don't Expect Oxygen!
An FAA order to remove supplemental oxygen from airline lavatories puts passengers and crew at risk, the
Association of Flight Attendants told USA Today last week. The order, made earlier this year in conjunction
with the FBI and TSA, was a "precautionary measure," the FAA said, because the chemical oxygen
generators were easily accessible and could be "manipulated to create a flight hazard." The backup plan, if
an aircraft decompresses at altitude and passengers or crew members are in the lavatory, is for flight
attendants to assist them -- but the AFA says by the time it's safe for them to do so, it might already be too
late. (Information from AvFlash 11/30/11 )

SHORT FINAL
AVweb November 14, 2011

This was heard by a pilot near Los Angeles International Airport on SoCal approach frequency:
Approach: "Airliner 123, turn right, heading 180, for spacing."
Airliner 123: "Right turn, 180. Airliner 123. What's up?"
Approach: "Well, our computers have the ability to suggest a specific vector to help us get the required spacing. So the
computer says you gotta go south for a while."
Airliner 123: "Oh. Well, our computer says that direct to the airport for the visual will work."
Approach (laughing) : "Yeah, but my computer trumps your computer."

